
Hypno Healing®
Heal	Your	Past,	Present	and	Future	Life

Break	Free	from	the	Spells	of	
Childhood	Conditioning	and	

Discover	Your	True	Self

2Your	Name,	Hypno	Healing	Master	Practitioner
Your	Qualifications	Listed	Here



WHAT	IS	HYPNO	HEALING?

It is a three session process to help you access the mind
body code and break free from limiting beliefs, unwanted
behaviours and sabotaging thoughts that are stopping you
from taking the next step in your journey.

Hypno Healing uses a gentle form of contemplative
hypnosis that taps into the alpha and theta brain wave
states. These are the brain wave that babies and young
children use to build their knowledge, awareness and
understanding of the world around them. These are the
exact same brain waves states we use when we
experience hypnosis.

The	reason	why	Hypno Healing	is	so	effective	at	breaking	
the	spells	of	childhood	programming	is	because	it	uses	
the	same	brain	wave	states children	use	to	learn	things	

unconsciously.”

Children under the age of seven or eight don’t have any
critical thinking skills. That part of their brain isn’t fully
developed yet. Therefore, young children accept
everything they see, hear and feel automatically as fact.

However, not everything that we learn in childhood is
beneficial for us. Sometimes things are said to us that
shouldn’t be said, or we are reprimanded or punished for
our behaviour, and that emotional pain can go
unconscious very quickly. Emotional pain is turned into
physical pain and physical symptoms because we don’t
have the critical mental skills to process the hurt properly.

The Universal Baggage we develop can be categorised
into four main themes - the pain of betrayal,
abandonment, guilt and shame (BAGS). This baggage is
often carried into adulthood and manifests as a wide
variety of issues in later life.

Hypno Healing can help you to break free from the
unconscious effects of this Universal Baggage so you can
live more fully in the present and become your true self.
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LOVE	STARVED	CHILD

Our early childhood programming can either develop or
restrict our sense of worth. When we are reprimanded,
punished or rejected, we begin to learn that our best isn’t
good enough. As children we quickly learn that ‘being
me’ will get us into trouble. We learn how to read
between the lines when we are reprimanded and
punished. To the child mind, adults are saying –

“Do	this	and	I	will	love	you	more”	
or	

“If	you	keep	doing	this	I	will	stop	loving	you”

When we are naughty, our guardians cause us to feel
Betrayal Hurt when they laugh at us or share humiliating
stories about us and unintentionally hurt our feelings.
Likewise, they can intentionally or unintentionally pull
away from us, restrict their time with us, send us away or
threaten to leave us and create the feeling of
Abandonment Hurt. They can make us feel bad (Guilt
Hurt) about our actions. They can punish us in front of
others, ask us to do humiliating things or make a mimic us
(Shame Hurt). It’s not uncommon for most people to
experience all four kinds of Universal Baggage during
childhood development.

Starved of love the child-mind is unable to express his or
her deepest longing –

“Just	tell	me	what	I	have	to	do	to	
make	you	love	me?”

We learn to disconnect from what feels natural and from
who we truly are. We construct a fake personality that
meets the wishes of our parents or other guardians. We
do this because we find out (the hard way) that our
needs, wants and desires can get us into trouble (Kantor,
2000).

We quickly learn that when we are our true self, we are
punished and love is restricted. 4



Core Negative Beliefs

There are three core beliefs that we tend to form when
we experience betrayal, abandonment, guilt or shame.
They are –

• I’m not loveable
• I’m not good enough
• I’m not wanted

These and many other limiting beliefs become part of our
core identity and define who we think we are. Those
beliefs that we are unlovable, unwanted, or not good
enough etc., aren’t just words that are used as labels by
our guardians. They are much more than that.

Those words and labels carry feelings of betrayal,
abandonment, guilt or shame. These feelings create
symptoms in the body. These are a range of physical
responses that stem from the limiting beliefs those labels
created.

The feeling of emptiness, insignificance or the tendencey
we have to push others away is because of the core
beliefs we have that we are are not loveable, not good
enough or not wanted enough.

Our Guardians Can Hurt Us

Typical guardians that can hurt us include our parents,
relatives, neighbours, teachers, mentors, coaches and
leaders. And as we grow, we can include friends, partners
or employers in the mix.

However, there is no point in blaming others (Hay, 2007),
for they too are victims of their own childhood
conditioning. Instead, you can use Hypno Healing to
examine your past, dissolve your pain, release your
trapped energy, heal your body and help you reconnect
with your true self.
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CONSTRUCTED SELF V TRUE SELF DEVELOPMENT

To counteract the effects of feeling unwanted, unlovable
or not good enough, we begin to construct a more
acceptable personality.

We begin to wonder, ”what am I supposed to say or do in
this situation?” rather than asking ourselves ”what do I
want to say or do in this situation?”

Our true self becomes blocked by the rules and
regulations created by our guardians in childhood.

We internalise the process that creates the Universal
Baggage. Soon, we don’t even need our guardians to
reprimand us, punish us or reject us. We learn how to do
it all by ourselves.

We do this through a process of modelling where we copy
what our guardian would do in certain situations. We
develop an inner critic that talks to us in the same way our
guardians spoke to us. We start mirroring their behaviour
in the hope that if we become more like them, we will
find the acceptance and love from others that we crave.

We stop doing our own thinking and start accepting that
our guardians ”did it for our own good” and we try and
live up to their demands.

“We	begin	to	criticise	ourselves,	punish	ourselves	
and	sabotage	ourselves.	“

We develop limiting beliefs about ourselves as a way to
justify the childhood criticism. Our true self or our
authentic self is repressed as our fake constructed self
takes over in a bid to meet the approval of others.

Because our limiting beliefs are unconscious, often they
go un-noticed. But, even in adulthood, it’s not too late,
we can begin to uncover those beliefs when we listen to
our self-talk and we can change the way we think about
ourselves.
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CAN	HYPNO	HEALING	HELP	YOU	BREAK	FREE?

If you are feeling stuck and that you can’t move forward
in life, then Hypno Healing will help you. Or if you feel
you can’t break free from limiting thoughts, beliefs or
behaviours then Hypno Healing will give you the tools you
need to become your true self. For example, if you feel
any of the following:

• I’m	not	good	enough or	nobody	loves	me	or	I	don’t	
matter

• I’ve	been	hurt	or	I’ve	been	abused
• I’m	sick/weak
• I	don’t	deserve	love	or	I	deserve	to	be	ill
• I’m	damaged	goods	and	I	can’t	get	better
• I	can’t	move	on, my	past	is	too	painful	to	deal	with
• The	future	is	bleak and	I	don’t	deserve	any	better	

than	I’ve	got.

If	you	suffer	from	any	of	the	following:

• Panic	attacks,	stress,	anxiety	or	problematic	worrying
• Unexplained	tiredness,	despondency	or	depression
• Comfort	eating,	obesity	or	food	addictions
• Gambling,	alcohol	or	drug	addiction
• Lack	of	focus or	a	lack of	motivation
• Self-sabotage,	relationship	sabotage	or	breakup	issues
• Inability	to	form	meaningful	relationships
• Self-doubt,	insecurity,	loneliness	or	sadness
• Anger	issues,	resentment	or	stubbornness
• Physical	and	emotional	pain
• Self-pity	or	a	belief	in	a	lack	of	fairness
• Lack	of	self-confidence,	self	worth	or	self-esteem	

issues

These symptoms can manifest as a medically diagnosed
illness, auto immune dysfunction, asthma, IBS, colitis and
skin conditions, chronic tiredness, chronic pain,
depression, apathy, anxiety, fear, panic, post-traumatic
stress, phobias, obsessive compulsive disorder, eating
disorders, lack of self confidence, low self-worth, self-
harm and much, much more. 7



THE HYPNO HEALING PACKAGE

ARE YOU READY TO…

• Let go of the past?
• Discover your true self?
• Live a life that you love?
• Inspire others to do the same?

Over three sessions of Hypno Healing you will learn how to
break free from the spells of childhood programming,
inspire you body and mind to heal the hurt and meet your
true self.

Each session of Hypno Healing last for one-and-a-half
hours. Each session will be individually tailored to meet
your specific outcomes.

Sessions can be booked one week apart to maximise the
results. The Hypno Healing package also contains the full
Hypno Healing eBook and audio book, the Hypno Healing
workbook and three downloadable Hypno Healing mp3s.

Session 1: Access the Hurt Field of Early Life
Programming

You’ll discover a powerful process to neutralize the
physical and emotional effects of betrayal, abandonment,
guilt and shame so that you can reverse the effects of
childhood programming.

You will learn how to identify, channel and flow
unconditional love into your life. This will help to speed up
the process of self-acceptance, self-belief and self-healing.
You will inspire your body and mind to reach their full
healing potential.

A cellular healing technique will help you unlearn the
limiting beliefs and behaviors that are holding you back and
stopping you from reaching your full potential.
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Session 2: Discover your Belief Horizon and your Growing
Edge

Contemplative hypnosis will help you access your belief
horizon, this is the field of consciousness where your
limiting beliefs about yourself end and where you can
begin to witness the amazing potential you have within
you to become the best version of yourself.

You will discover how easy it is for you travel back through
time to give your younger self the love, acceptance and
understanding you needed when you were a child but you
felt was lacking.

Connecting	with	your	‘inner	child’	is	a	powerful	
experience	that	will	remove	that	feeling	of	emptiness	so	

many	people	feel	inside.

By connecting with the younger version of yourself, you
will be able to break free from the spells of childhood
programming and move forward in your life with a sense
of contentment and peace about your past.

Session 3: Access the Hope Field and Meet Your True Self

The Hope Field of consciousness is the third field of healing
consciousness. It is directly connected to the source of
universal abundance and unconditional love. In this last
session of Hypno Healing, you will learn to recognize the
difference between your constructed self and your true
self. You will learn how to replace feelings of betrayal with
loyalty. Abandonment with commitment. Guilt with
deserving and shame with honour.

You will witness your True Self. That future self that can
accept that you are no longer an unfortunate victim but an
ingenious survivor. This true self will help you to finally
accept yourself so that you can step into your greatness
and start saying ‘yes’ to the abundant opportunities that
will open up for you.
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BOOK	YOUR	HYPNO	HEALING	PACKAGE	
TODAY	AND	BREAK	FREE	FROM	THE	SPELLS	OF	
CHILDHOOD	CONDITIONING	AND	MEET	YOUR	

TRUE	SELF.

[Your name] will take you on a journey of self-discovery so
that you can break free from childhood programming,
rediscover your true self and live more fully in the present.

Contemplative hypnosis will help you dissolve the pain and
hurt held in your physical body that was caused by taking on
board the pain of betrayal, abandonment, guilt and shame
(BAGS) so many of us felt as small children when we
thought we did wrong.

Call [Your Name] and book your Hypno Healing package
today and you will get the following gifts --

• A free copy of the Hypno Healing eBook
• Hypno Healing workbook
• Three individual sessions of Hypno Healing specifically

tailored to help you break free from the past and
become your true and authentic self.

Plus, three professionally recorded mp3s

• Cellular Healing mp3 to help restore your body’s natural
healthy balance

• Eternal Flame Meditation to help you buffer against
depression

• Miracle Meditation to help you connect to universal
abundance and unconditional love 10
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